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Analytical- Extension of Solutions of Partial 

Differential Equations of the Elliptic Type. 

The problem tnat concerns us seems to ho.ve arisen 

<D* 
first in the mind of H. A. Schwarz, wxo gave a method 

of successive approximations for the solution of a 

linear partial differential equation of the elliptic 
©-<£> 

type. E. Picard in a series of papers continued 

Schwarz's work and obtained many interesting results. 

Q> <S> 

Lutkemeyer and Holmgren extended a part of Picard's 

work to the non-linear equations at the suggestion of 

Hilbert who, in 1900, conjectured the following theorem: 

If E(n.q,z:x.y) is an analytic function where 

P = 
*3 z 
2x 

_ ^2 
q = vy 

ihsn J&e. MXex. -equation £ar 1M x&nlaj: regiaAioa 

•problem 

J>(s p,q,z; x,y)dxdy — mimimum 

has solutions all of which are analytic. 

<s> 
It was S. Bernstein who first answered Hilbert's 

question in its full gnnerality. Bernstein's results 

include as special cases many of those of Picard, 

Lutkemeyer, and Holmgren. 

After an account of the methods and results of 

Picard, Lutkemeyer, and Holmgren. I outline the general 

considerations of Bernscein. The study of methods and 

results, forming the first part of this account, is 

v*. circle-} refer 4- 
\ e » cU-«A_ «-t 



essential for an understanding of the methods of study¬ 

ing the analytical extension of the solutions of the 

equations. 

!• Method of Sch::arz-Picard. 

Using a method of successive approximations similar 

to the one used by Schwarz in his 1885 paper, Picard 

showed that all the solutions, with first and second 

derivatives finite and continuous, of the equation 

b-%- +CÎ 
' 

(1) 

where a, b, and ç. are analytic functions of x and y;* are 

analytic. 

Consider the infinite set of equations, 

17-+ Tÿ ' 
. O’VU.. Qu, i--1 

T, “ " " 
V 

9^ 

(2) 

= «. ' + 1r f-2-t1-' 4-C-ll ( 

These equations determine a set of functions u0, u^, Ug, • 

un» •••. 77e must show that when n increases indefinitely 

un approaches u~z uniformly in some region of the x,y 

plane and makes the equation (l) an identity. 

Suppose that the region where z has derivatives of 

the first two orders finite and continuous is S. Let S 

include the origin in its interior. Draw a small circle 



V 

with circumference C and radius R small enough so that 

the circle is entirely within S. We look for a solu¬ 

tion talcing given 

values on C. One 

of the results of 

Picard is that the 

solution is. unique 

if R jys small enough 

hut finite. If the 

boundary values are 

analytic the solu¬ 

tion can he extended 

analytically to part of the exterior of C. 

We suppose that u0 = z, the assigned boundary value 

of z on C. We then have the Dirichlet problem for Laplace's 

equation for the circle (which has a solution in our case). 

Having the solution u0, we substitute it into the second 

equation and let u^= z on C. The second equation is 

then an equation of the type 

7p ■*" - F°lx,y) (3) 

where 3?0(x,y) is continuous and has continuous first der¬ 

ivatives (everywhere in S). (3) is of course Poisson's 

equation. By the following device we arrange to deal 

only with zero boundary values of the solution of (3): 

(l) write 

/v4 vt ^ 4" (/^i~o') x~^i ) * — 4— ('ti K — //2A.kl_) ) 



or 

^ = 

where =. ^ «.-i ; (2 ) then 

/K. =: 'K. 0 -f~ €Tf +- -f- y- y  

(3) then in place of equations (2) vre have 

& X~(U-' y- —- =-û 
? > ' -9 ^ *” 

9X^ y- _£±2£ 
-9 X’- Poj ‘v 9K 

9 X ' 
T 3 

(4) 

(«) 

TCe require u0= z on C and vn .= 0 on C for all >!• Thus 

we have the problem of determining the solution of 

2%s , 
9 Xu 

with zero boundary values on C 

is given by 

ff(x,y) (6) 

As is well known, this 

^ = ~èr (v) 

where G is the Green's function for G. The restrictions 

we have placed upon 3? are more than sufficient to insure 

the existance of v as given by (7). 

At this point, however, we follow Bernstein's 1904 
<{p 

paper rather than Picard's work in order to prepare for 



tlie more general methods of Bernstein. Uifliat follows is 

a set of lemmas which we designate as "Appendix nol 1" 

so as not to lose the high points in the pjroof of the 
» 

uniform convergence of series (4). 



Appendix No. 1. 

We may write 

3-= 2. if, x+%*^ + ï%<f {8) 

wher^a0, p0, and q0 are constants and ^ * an<* 

are functions of x and y which for interior points of S 

are less than IS in absolute value, where Si is the upper 

limit of 
$ V 2*g ^9z 

for (x,y) in a ’’region S’ contained entirely within S" . 

We also have by differentiation 

2* 

?TC 
= fûo + T, * -h 

9ait _ 'V _ V ~ \ 
A", } 9*9^'" AT- * ^3 

where of/ » /V'«. » TT/ » TTx # %-, » » and % are all 

in absolute value IS in S’. 

Put x= p cos © , y ■=. jO sin 0 • Then 

2- = -h f>{f*<**&+%, *^e)+p*'<j>a(i>,&) 

£ = P- +p+. » =v+rk 

a*** = 4 
^ - 4>, 

«‘it _ 

e-J - k (10) 

The <y ’s are periodic functions of 0 • An R’ can be 

found for which if p<R' y | <C. 211 (in 0,1,.. ,'5). 



7. 

Since 

_ 25 * r 1Ê 
<d& dX à 

we have from equations ^10) 

1ÈS \ _ 
•3*9 1 ^ \ = \ ~ 4>. ^ & +• 

<^t 6* \+\*» <H-K. (11) 

Also, since 

«1* _£*4"-a.'’*'* 
g ô» 

we have 

  9 £ 
x - 25. 

| | = j ^>9/Wi*fc -^<jp+(ftWfee^© + <^.«*0*0 

— <|>^ Co-90 — c|> v 4^ ©| ■<— I 0 f'f 

(12) 

*,7e now show that if we take R < R* we obtain a circle on 

whose circumference is developable in a Fourier Series 

0» ^ 

Se =Co +■ 2 ^<^vv9 -t-oL/U*,y\& 
* K» I 

with inequalitiès 

K-| +- 2 U4*-l«U < «1 « < N 
VW=-« 

Vtr, 

(13) 

HQ have for the Fourier coefficients 

|e‘> = - iïJl'M-le < a M . 
- ^ir 0 *ir ^ « 

I^KI = 4:|{^<>C^v‘^6| = Tr|^-t ^iv»v‘0j 

■ 1 4- ( -1- — «-*4 91 = ~r^~ I C &*»n od-d| 
Jo 'Z9 I H IT U^fl* | 

.AIT 

j |f£[l—^ ^ . 

- j_|L2fc ***** 
mr|L39 VT. 



Similarly 

Then 

u«l < no h 
Yl9’ 

M +- ZlM+l-M <iH f»o(l2 -h < H. 

We next make use of an identity 
ATr 

+- J- hr 
which can be derived by squaring the Fourier expansion of 

f( & ) and integrating both sides with respect to Ô 

from 0 to ?.lr. This identity holds for any f O ) bounled 

ândjintegrable. Since rs &■*- is bounded and integr^ble 

we hxve 

-L^frrs 
^ -Ui ■ 

0% 
de* 

<UrO lrt.0 h yOAtvVteJld 

which is eauivalent to 

TT | [Ci 
< Air (to H )*■ 

Now when K | C* | ^ <L* ft* - | cH |. |e* | • ^ 

* je»! 

or 



J, 

then the inequality is obvious. If, hov/ever, 

we have 

f; + 2430 H\ 

We have formally 

<*> 

t. - ***-vtd- 
(14) 

On account of (10) we have the following important ine¬ 

qualities: 

U.-2.1+- f l-MMM < LR 1 W=l 

|^-V|4TÎW+I^<a J <15) 
1% a %, 

The first inequality of (15) comes almost immediately from 

*5 *ir 

, [b* - ;M* /(UM'VlôAé 

when we replace z by the value given in (10) and carry 

out the integrations. The other two inequalities are 

obtained by the some processpmcepting in place of z we 

use OZ 
de 

93- 
de 

9 

y* A*K.-0 + + ^ 
£j>. 
9© 



'Ne need a few lemmas and definitions before we can 

establish. Picard’s theorem on tile analytic character of 

the solations of the linear elliptic equation. 

LŒTH-A X: Let P(x.y) he an analytic function of 

the com .lex variables zz and 21 regular in [ zz -t-iv | ^ R 

and |x - iv ) ^ R. If we uut zz = f> cos B , y ^-p si«.0 

we have 

06 . 

p(x,ij)=sF(fe^0>y5A^H“^ = X’ Aw(f 

wi th 

Adt) =T fY B.CP) t 
and the series 

l»=* )ps* 

is convergent. 

Let z srx+-iy, z.~ x - iy. Then 
1 ^ 

OÔ 1/3 a 

ïU.y) = Z? L..3.W 
r-° ri? 

which is absolutely conversent if |z,J<R, \ sfc\<:R. 

ITow 

r + % IHtr -r 
-f ^ f )C*O(Y

>
-
<
(00 + ^^(lP'1))ôJ 

Put p-q = n when p > q, q-p = n when q>p. 

F(:c,y) =: ^ Au (p) 

= lrrlÇ 
ïs* ^=0 



U. 
OO O» 

= 2 2 h 
K—A -o 
oo tsJ> 

W+Kf J C^a vi ^—C ^vvt VL0 / 

+ iJ.p3 P * AwHfiJ 

*>*• 

oô 

=z n*o 2iW=« + W,»3f ^«e + f L^f„ 7 IT‘* 

i o «ptn .. 
*t*of 

So if we set 

«^pn C p,y»tH."^" |P+»,p3 J ftph. ~ î- \ } y» ~ ^
rf,P+*t\ 

we hare 

^W=/Ï"|>f‘r 'RfrWf.^r. 

Also 

N=?î R*,+TlVl + lAr-0 jpa o L —> 

ofr P 4-4 

< M- 2 2 'R 11 u 1 
¥>=* ri> » 

Definition: H S [F(x,y)Jj^ is. called the norm of 

!F(x,y) relative to R. 

LSIJ/IA IX : Given 

tfr 

4>U,e)=r U A»(f)e+*e*+‘Bll(f)fl*n7l6 
* h.= a 

where 

A*(f)r f]id-r'l,'r , K(/‘) = fi''pJbr* p * 
and 21 finite, then nuttinn: x - y» cos 0 , y s yo sin & , 

"becomes an analytic function. R(xfy) .of x and y, 

regular :,Lhe.n |x f iy| < R and^x - iy| < R. 



Put X4iy c z,, x - iy = zfc; then 

) = 2 5 (rn 
f* '* 

where 

L — ~ 
^AJ-t-k. a. J /-#-*,£ ;£ 

now 

£ ^ R * kJ -<L 2IT. |»A* 1 r • * 
Hence = 3P(x,y) is an analytic function of x,y 

rejular for \x + iy| R and [x - iyj < R. 

LELHA III: 

[f(x,y) d- Op(x,y)^R (cc,y)JR 4- O^'^OR 

LEÜÎA. IV: 

|f(x,y) • ^ (x,y]I R ^ |Tf (cc.y)JH * (J <p (x,yj]R (1G^) 

Lemma III is obvious. The following considerations suffice 

for Lemma IV: Let 

f (xj y ) = Zl A»(/>) &***& -h Bn (f)**» HO , 
K s O 

06 
^>(x,y) s <2H . 

The product T • has a sum of terms like 

, . „ _ / e lr*, e-'-r‘ e
it!'^p-ita 

Arbj 2. t 

= Âr-Dtfg -g + g re 

(■ Z-Z l 

~ ^ )& +- sUvifâ ~j/* Jûj 



1*3 . 

How 

where 

X(R) = IV 2 k,J-Rn 

Thus we have sums of terms of four kinds; and with the aid 

of Lemma III ue prove Lemma IY. 

LüH-L^. V; Lei FCf^x.y), fx(x,y), ... , fjx.y)) 

he .a Taylor* s development in rowers of f, r f^, ... , fK; 
+ 

and let £ he the seme development where we replace each 

coefficient hv its absolute value. Then hv applications 

of Lemmas III and IY we find 

[jFCr, (ac,y ), f^(x,y) , , fH(x,y) )] R ^ 

(x*y0R* •••• » j,.(xiyf|R) . (16) 



1TOT7 retarn to a consideration of eiuation iÜ- 

Suppose that F(x,y) has a finite norm, £]?(x,yand 

hence is analytic ..itliin a circle C of radius R. Write 

(formally), « 

nr(xf y) — CoCj* ) + %£«.(?) *+9 **0 -f-Dnf/*) Hô. 
Hi* 

.Then T.ve transform to polar coordinates (G) hecomes 

fit +j. îs+ frr^^pyuUé) 
p 9/> /»* (61 ) 

Substituting the Fourier expansions in (O’) v/e lwve 

o/,‘ y 

r -dp t, r \ a/ J 

■h 2 -yv **Yc«. **> »-« V- 

-A.M+- I!A*VV1Iô y 

T7e then have the following equations to determine G and D 

J_ aide, _ A 

r J* "' 

. d.0.^ _ j5T <* - 4 
/• * nk ' 

A*ÎPL / 47^ »X T) rrT? 

V TT ~7— T->- 
«■f> P 4f f 

(15) 

The C and D must he finite everywhere and aip roach zero 

as p —■*• R. These equations integrate into 



Is. 

'■.(/>) = ff 
■R 

•f . 

«f-jA ^-1 kf~v£ Lf V 
R ' • i 

mK(r) -rf-Aj/ -frfcrJrffcrï (10) 

■fcf 

we tu-ve 

P 
Since Ab.^)*!3 ^ ^/*n/5 

 if 
R ' * 

+ F-ja f» f °y 

e& ©£„ 
 L y 

Ay-flLH-f-a. 

iy> + «.vv + 1 p <*> oL 

+ XT*. LA a.j*+«.w+x 
l\ p-» 

ft 

a.pti»*+3. 

oi> p 

= f'£V|f 
t9* l 

-n^A 

*r»/ < (___ 
I la.y>+x. a. y> fan-va. 

a. *. £ ̂  
f 4 I ê-y,+,-)Cay,+a-vv+a-) 

p** 

,KI 

-1 

iy>ta.w-t-a. ay>t' 

— AH 
1 

P IV 
Cpr^-HT»] 

(a.y» + a- }^ay>+ aw+x j 



16. 

Using ( 17 ) we prove the following fundamental ine¬ 

qualities: 

) < 
r < | A. 00 

an+2. 

(lu) 

Since and (2 y>f»-)fajp+an4i) ^ 

we have the pair in the first column above. Since 

À.eH ,A »*t X wi 

= rCK + /’ P K 1 f> “**• I fz.* 4Lÿ +2. 

we have 

< A 2L Ak (* ) «-£- ^»CR). 
4 /> *R AVI+^L 

K J an«. 

Since 

t^f*-v)]R = c.(«) +-f ic* w + ^cu)3 
k-c 

we have (using (18)), 

(19) 

Also 

r Q'V'CK 
L o* 

The reason for (19’) is as follows: 

(1) 
OAF __ /}/&- 
9r 'dp 

CsOO& — 
o-ir- & 

9a —f 



J 7. 

< T î 
d(tSK)+ <*£L 

r </• 
(s) [ _ 

*V’î 

®3< R [». :)], 

ç,<^^Àk(t9 . *fl>ê*(îO 
R(awi+x) 4- 

K {XW + 'Z.') S 

<: -R . 

(4) (l), (2), and (3) imply (19*). 

Completion of theorem of Picard» Since u0 z on C 

ive have "by formula ( ), 

a> . » \ w «- . ~r 
= ot* +- 

l*«l -j 

On account of inequality ( ) we have 

oo 
| ol»| - | +- ”2 I^KI +1 AK| <J-R. 

►Ï.» * 

So 

)J -v LR + 1l <"P4 

Also, 

|£|_lr.n.Zfcli-t»i+i/»*13‘e» ‘-‘R. 

So 

c^li[ *r 
si ^ ? /**w Qi 
—L *9 ® R J« 

= 2 fcllM Hf.l3 + lf \ + |^\ <-p. 

Thus we have the inequalities, 

Let Q be a number greater than any of 
R ft ^ 



IS, 

Til en by lejLja,s III an & IV v;e have 

f«. • + <3TQ. L ®* «3 JR 
By means of inequalities (19) and (19*) vie have 

3Td-tC} f|f ] < 
R (19‘ » 

Supj. osing R <C 1» we have 

+ t'^ + C’'tr<1R-<• 3P^-6qR. 
It is easy to show that we also have 

[<JR<-P. M‘[1£]R<-P {«*£ p_|]^-p.(c,QK)* 

W,< * • ^ [fg£ <-P-(WR)3, 

Mr< ?• ( u»)“, [f[2£}f 
, * 1 

Take R <1 1/6Q,* Then 

4C =■ M-o f- ^ f <tr*. *f   ~h /U"K+  

converges uniformly on £ and in. Q, and has a finite norm 
03 

and hv lemma II is analytic. Since converges 
|Xf 

uniformly for )x-t-iy| = R and|x - ivl ~ R, the deriva¬ 

tives of all finite orders converge for [x + iyj < R, 

|x - iv| -< R. Thus u = z. 



2* Theorem of Lutkemever and Holmrcren 

Every solution of 

Tl *•> a>r J 

(20) 

(f is an analytic function of x, ^ J ) which 

has first and second derivatives finite and continuous is 

analytic. 

As in the linear case we set up 

Q XM. e 

*d y" 

TAA., 

-9 k- 

•r 

A 

. ? *<■> 
H-» » 

O-K-n-l 

’ ) (21 

and pass to 

*9 M~o 
9 * 

^V, . 

- A 
2222 'd'U.* )~A 

'?**'*’ 

Qu~-, )-ï 

where 'trM, » *. - •'U*., . 7/e have to show that 

/U ~ -f- -^7-h'%rL-h   is uniformly convergent and 

u=z is analytic. 

By equations ( ) we have 

- [[ p (jp.^d^.^.0 



and by lemma III we have 

-c KH + tHR* < NR <A, 
R. (P3*) 

Similarly 

re-KL<K*. < 
rv 

r^_viR < ^ • 

(23") 

(23* » ') 

Or we can a^ply (19'*) directly and obtain (23*), (23''), 

(23*''). 

now 

i (.*■%*> -P.**-?.-* *R(*--*0 
+ -p,C^'-r) + P,<^-v) 

where ^ £ i ■=. - • - 4) are analytic functions of 

so we may suppose they may be developed in Taylor's series 

about (0,0,z,, p*, q») so that if we replace the coefficients* 

by their absolute values end 1st x= 7 - { ua - a»)-(^ 

~ re]p3-ace these variables by R', 

then each series is Q. 

Generallv 

f CM.*.. /**- ) -4(*/■>.*•-> ) 

= +T, *£ ^-P4 

are functions of x, y, un# u , &JÎ-* » 
n H ' «S»x -3^ 

such that if we replace the coefficients in their Taylor 

developments by the absolute values of the coefficients 



and each of the variables x, y, «t,- 26,-2* , çyjf - & 

-fa » ^^ by u» each sum is less than Q. 

On account of Lemma III, and tbs inequalities (23) 

we have 

|) - A]t < -t-30. X < L.,. 

By (19) and (19•) we obtain directly 

ftU,, ^ a* L, . 

Accordingly 

PX“ 

R 
By repetitions of the same process we have 

r£\L<*aL,^G!iir, 

Then 

[**•'■*»] R4- I. < x + 
a'RL. 

I- UQU 1 

[S-r-V|tm,<xv^, 

We must have 

AUL, 
\ + < TL‘ 

1 -Min 



•a a. 

"but obviously R <! l/6Q can "be chosen small enough so 

that this is true. 

Thus *w - /u.0 +■ i§, analytic and represents 

the solution of (20). 

It should he remarked that the proof given above 

differs slightly from that given by Lutkemeyer and Holm¬ 

gren in that they demand the existance of third deriva¬ 

tives of z with respect to x and y. The above proof 

follows Bernstein rather closely. 

3. Hilbert-Bernstein Theorem. 

Let. z be a solution of the partial differential 

equation of the second orler.' . 

. llî Oi QJ . _ 
(24») 

Ii P ia an analytic function ani a 2m its. iixsi» .second, 

and third derivatives finite and continuous in ,& region .3 

SM XI 

9F 2F ( 'bV 
1 ^ ill. < O 

(?>1) 

in S, then z ij3 an analytic function of x and 

Tho pm of of thi-a romarkabl? -th?or am is luthoi 

-lnr,g, T»a^ni yjjag A vrp i-rn H i-r TTft-—jl—I-Tny.iUl Sei'leS*».* Tlli S 

proof seems worth describing because of its intrinsic 

interest and because one can hardly expect to understand 

the further work of Eernstein on analytical extension 

without a working knowlelge of the notation and methods 

introduced here. 



There are several methods of proving the above 

theorem. The method given by Bernstein in his 1904 paper 

has been objected to by T. Rado, but Bernstein has shown 

how .to avoid Rado's difficulties, in a letter published 

in Math. Zeit. for 1926. In a later paper (Math. Zeit. 

1928) Bernstein has given a method in which he avoids the 

use of normal series in connection with the method of 

Schwarz-Picard by applying the successive approximations 

to an annular region. The theorem has also been proved 

by Gevray by entirely different methods. We give Bern- 

stein's last proof. 

First we need some preliminary inequalities. 

Given oe> 

p f 4.(f) + Z A.(f )*« »« 
t 

we call the "trigonometric modulus" of F in the region 0~ 

of the variable P , the sum 
' a~ hn ~ <r " 

where {A*3^ is the upper bound of the modulus of AK(P) 

in (T « F(x,y) is analytic with respect to p if 

is finite. We also have ( FC*.*) | ^ 

and | 1 F(*,v3<r if x,y are in <j~ . We also 

have, as in Lemma VI, 

i F w., )L * F(îU-, - -, #-V) 
(25) 

We consider F in the segment 

modulus of F in R(R is 

R, R. The trigonometric 

V* * 
We also have 

{HI A., J 



We take for <r the diamond-shaped figure shown above. 

We have to establish the following inequalities which 

I list all together below; 

U) {r'Jnnr^rj 
{ frj < J~~ ? F(r%' 

U’) 1 

Ir'fFMf'Wr* |f"mr>3». J 
(ID CFip>\ 

<£i- 
rnti 

tF(p)3, 

•It 

lfrSKFWp%î -t'R,r~,RtF<F>î. 

'i r+r1 ao 

4 rn+1 - ° 

A4A-A. ^ ~ ^ . 

i f n+i •< ° 
iuJL ^ ~ 

(II*) R l F( ^)3<s- *7 ^ A O 

O«JL ^ i- 

We derive the above inequalities in order. F«v- ^ 4= ~t . 

P lFCr)p^e|^irKF(f)i$\r\.|Afi 

$ I [Fip)L Ipr |~fr^— 

Sinoe |> i £ o 

SL 

r 
£ FCPA < 

<r 1 | 
cr . 



The same holds for the ease where we replace R by R(. If 

P+ A ^ ° . we have (il) since the minimum modu¬ 

lus of in cr is R , l’or 9 ■= -1 we have 
O ft 

Hence 

Iff if t 
and 

>tr~ 

U'W^+TC !FW3' 

If y<t> we have (replacing y» by - ) 

I r [ 7^1 - t F(p)1^3 
' IP) 

< èrî^lr 

if P * 

*R.r ft. 

So returning to the original meaning for ^ 

«tRr*îF(,a 
So much for the above inequalities* 

Consider now 

we have 

V* + 2^ = F(x/<*) • 9 X*1 W J 

with finite in the diamond. We seek the 

solution which is zero on the concentric cir¬ 

cumferences C and Cj of radii R and R( =. R/2 respectively 



<* -'£> 1/* *7 

with centers at the origin. We show that f'*r34r , l 'vÿ S^ 

% 22T \ f£HCl ^‘9*'V-Z t -d%tr i 
kaTJylr» L-3«ÿJ<F are finite in o' . 

Let us write as "before 

P(x^) = fib + 
oo 

/'rCx'*fr ) = Q» t- 32 -i-2)n 4^ vtô 

We arejthen led, as "before, to the differential equations 

(15) where now CK and are zero for R( and f> — R. 

If we now S3 lve the equations "by the method of variation 

of parameters we are led to the integral 

-W 

f 

To determine C x and C v ve demand CK(R) CK(R,) = o 

Then we^xive 

A 
P 

r 

and 



'=-'7. 

By a similar process we Cbtain iw[^
n-CJP.(p)= 



'VLS > 

For n= O we have 

So we have 
l \ e<>=i ■ f£ 



*2 Q, 

The last two expressions are 

So we have Bernstein's result here: 

+ *[ir-fC]/L. (27) 



O i 

By resroui>ins terms we may write 

C* = ^ + *«- + ^ , 

where r />P 

ol 
~ aKLV~-K7‘JL ^ 

K „r 

*rr 

_ _i \Ae^-nÀr^Y/tyV 
~ *Ktr'-o l1 J />'" r P‘J kl > 

K p Ç 

IKCV'-R^J P
K
JrP 

Ifc. I^xw 

3 
JL 
rwY 

.K r r J p 

*. _ -. ^ 
C = 1 UV O, + p~jl 

a«nR*K-R.‘Kj[°|'p:r ^ />*• JAkP yj- 

Let VV ^ 3 . 

By inequality (i) we have 

1^-3^ < 

^C^“-ra I-K+M lvl+1\ 
+ |aw«t 

. r^ux 

S’! A-V^* 

r — + — + -j_ ~i 
I VN-1 K + T- iw + o. I 

to V. \ A w3<r> 

3 w (u.-*.} 
< 

^ D- - ]<.*-»■ ) 

Using (II) we obtain 

< 
VA. ( Vv ~.X ) 1 

îv 1 

Using (i) find 

CM , i 6~R2K
K
X
 ^ ^3, 

4*•*3<r < xw R?HJ (v\- ^ 3K ( M -x; 



Hence 

fCX < R'fM. I7ÎT-.. ' 

If n =:1 replace n-2 by2-n-l. Then 

£e.3„ U . 
When n = S apply (I') and (I), (II'). (II'). and (I') 

and (I) to t p, ^ , Yk i a.. respectively, obtaining 

r 

So, since 

we have for n ;> 0 

tc»3, < XJ- XJL1X. 

IvX < it 13^3^ 

nv 

Avplyin" (i) and (I * ) to CQ we have 

4 T T-" 1AX< 
By (28) and (29) 

IB 
We can apply the same processes to 

and obtain 

dt~ 

*r 

(23) 

(29) 

and 

(30) 

<**(?*. 

*r 

i 9} i < ! AX. ? AX. 
(31) 



-yz. 

Then 

Fc*n >1 Fï*n )l 

F ■ (3a) 

On account of (30) and (32) 

1 vlr< ■L'R'lrwlr 

< L R t Flryftr , 
Cfbj 3,. <^.S{ FCr^l,. 

->îr- ; i 

iwfy FCx'i)}cr-. 

where h is a constant» 

Finally we are in a position to carry thru the proof 

of the Hilbert-Bernstein theorem. 

We assert the following proposition: We can write 

S(r,s,t,pfq,z,x,y) = 0 

in the f or m 

r +* t = f(r,s,t,p,q,z,x,y) (34) 

£ "beinT holomorthic in the neighborhood of r= r. , s-S„, 

t ® t., p p., q = q#, z =. z, , x = y = 0 and 

We develop F in a Taylor's series^Lnjthe neighborhood men¬ 

tioned: 

pzU'+«.^f <*.(*-*• 



~ = a+l», Vl+e,Hl+- , 

Since 

9f 

~ 2 ^ + hi* 'fC%/'jj +" ' ' 

S»x^ 

Is = i 1- Kx‘+c»Tf+— 
we hcuve0 by (24) 

i - ij*' > o 

We make the following linear transformations on the variable 

a = -~-^ y' + \l y ~ M> vçnÿi') y.-j-i*- ^ 

i 

Then 

9* = 
-L 

+ . 
P* 

93- _ .\Li— 2Jt 
***’ ‘ Y;v^ 

?*£ . x* 3*2 _ . 

S> jc,x 

' vv-‘> 
9<l ‘ 

Ti 
-U. 9*2- 

sysy 

II
 

o
>

 < .* Qv1 

Vt __ Jfc_ 9*2- 

Qr 

I 

r*
 

1 2%*- 

9-2- 

YîyU- 9**ï ' 

Thas 



Hence 

F(rVt' p'^' % *Y) r IT+. t - f Or^t.p,^, 2-,x,^) = o 

where f contains no terms linear in r-r„ , s-s„, t-t* . 

So (24*) transforms into (34). 

We now api>ly the method of successive approxima¬ 

tions to (34). As before, we have 

+ *7%. = v‘»+t-= = A 

9)tfc 

2!f% 

1 

V 
J 

(35) 

with u,r z on G and C, and v„ = 0 on G and G, . 

We need some inequalities of the kind derived in 

Appendix I. The details of the derivations are much the 

same, the generic difference being that here we require 

third derivatives to he finite and continuous. 

On C of radius R 

j = >.4'(rat.)t iCNl. +- 1- ft* e,)<u»e 

4- (üv ) fm.B + (t CtA «« a* 
4. «*>*«+ 

— ^ + 2* oi*. W & j 

and on C( of radius R, =. R/2 we have the same, excepting 

that R is replaced by R ( , and el K , by olH' , p>l , 



iS-, 

We have 

<-“i. + -^(r-RM= ire , (36) 

=R^K, Aoi/—*R» K 
(37) 

f>+ ~ ^ , <*z~ * d' * ft3 wv . (38) 

where ^ , K » H4, , W\ are bounded. Furthermore, 

we have, as in Appendix I, 

I ^*1 ^ 2? I J-w \+1 fi* 1 •*£ 'L.^ ^ 

|«t; -a.|+-t l*Cl+-lA-'l<ll>. 

I'M* 
I K 

(39) 

The equation 

t üï; = -f(f.1s.,t.,ir'>v.».,°^)“A 

must be solved with the given boundary values. Transform¬ 

ing to polar coordinates we have 

A. 9*^-0 A3 AC„ __ A 
^ p r^3G^ n • (40) 

Let u* be represented by a|Fourier series and substitute 

it in (40). This will yeild second order ordinary differ¬ 

ential equations to determine the coefficients of the ex- 



pansion of ue satisfying the specified conditions at C 

and C,. There being two arbitrary constants this is 

possible. We merely give the result of a tedious but 

quite straightforward calculation here. 

“■•= £ (r *■'*•*)+J- +1*1* -*l*+ ifk 
* «. 

(UH1WÔ 

(h-P: )^vJ]+ Y [(J: 

f 

+• <L*rO Ad 

(41) 



are Likewise, thee^pressions for * , - x , ~—i 

derived in a straightforward manner; "but they are lacking 

in hean&y so we do not write them down* Having all of these 

expressions we use (36), (37), (33), and (39) and obtain. 

*-3^ < H* , 

C^-v3 

{%%■ - r*3 < H ■£ > 

m-M <h*> 

(a) 

0>) 

(o) 

(d) 

>(42) 

(h) 

(1) 
y 

T7e have done so much of this sort of thing in the proofs 

of the theorems of Picard and Holmgren and Lutkemeyer that 

it seems more profitable to simply refer to page 341 of 

Bernstein's paper (Hath* Zeit., 1J28) where the deduc¬ 

tions are given. 

All of thejpther equations of (35) axe of the form 

9 K *9*2) 

Let us write 



3 t, 

O W. « . — t ^ a — f 
- £• = a, j ~)p* » , ^ " 1>° * 

?*AAC _ Q G'tl» _ / 0 ’Uc 

^ “r° a' j5^5~i> —; -t** C 

We may develop F. thus 

F*(MÎ = ^**‘t’^r* + ^<,c*+'^*k* +■ £*<>-*-G* <*, + H/*+ ^ 

where (0 < & <C. 3. ^ 

A _-Pf(r. tôa.,3.^dt.,--,ï.+ei„ôv,e^) 
/lt> 9r 

1? =lf(r.+e«..s.+-ôk,-->ï^9a'>ô,c''9^) , 

r» - 0f (r.+aq»,s»+eU.. - •, Qn ) 
~ 9t 

On account of (25) and (42) we have 

iA-l < & (HR.HR.--s.it) , C ~>o~ O V* 

^ 1 v ">^^0 j 
C -V ^ 3 S 

«c » ÜtCtt*,W,->*•*) 
C ° -V* O \ 

By (34*) if we take R sufficiently small we have 

£A.3,< 6 , < Ê , 1M, < 6 

where € is arbitrarily small. Besides we have CM,^P. 

{E.lr< P, î&\c P,£«.3^A P. £J.]^C P, where P is 

finite. Consequently 

ÈF.L < ?(-p+€)H1\4-2R? =1* . 



-J, 

Hence on account of 

\4r, ^ < ity, 

us.u^. 

inequalities (33) 

t*-, 

Î—:] C Q \t% J<r* 

t 

We designate the right-hand member of the (n + 2)th 

equation by PK(x,y). Then 

fri. < H 

This isje^stablished by induction. Suppose the relation 

holds for ns 1, ... , i-1. Then prove it also holds for 

i. For this process see Bernstein's paper, pages 344-5 

(Math. Zeit. , 1928). 

So by inequalities (33) the series 

(43) 

is uniformly convergent. Hence u is analytic with 

respect to ^ i no-'. We have only to show a ~ u 

in CT-' • Since both z and u satisfy our differential 

equation we may write u - z s t and 



'I 

7; 
3 . It (Si +-fï, • ■ •- *«».«■’») 

9s 

^ 9t 

Ifi we writ^ the Taylor's series for A, B, and C we have 

1A 3ft K 
é -yjf ®*v‘nW ’^ 

O S 

+“ ! C 1 < 'd*’& "7 1 

S £] ^ 2Î. (J- *** A>'"' ) 
^ J*.R ^ et 7 

Ovt *cc«^+ H.e c^Kf^aJt-y *■> Y >%>*>* ***%$ 

we Ivo.v'e , R»R v cv. * Vy Sv**«-^ , 

Îî-îl <\%  

Tiv^ 6«wves "pr^wv 4We î«.<dr ÜKfV Jt Â.S a. ■S * u+ i ft K ft^ir 

ev«>t4ia-l «^U-aitoK. ft- 'VeAi<*u.4 ^rotej* U«*"t 

Cftvw 4 IHHW'AA- U4rel^ I? M« assume He tUVA JUMVAIW» 

V» ke ®*f fr- 0 14.*- AeJ[ ITAV*i«L •*- • 

FVftv* ftftv* jtrêVi'*»} Wtfrk 

£3* R :< \ 

—;-t>3 <*. 
l®v JfU W J«- 



-if/, 

As a consequence of (25’) and (34’) we have# for R 

sufficiently small# 

£4 ^ C * ^ < C ^ c 

, ÎG3R.R -*FUs<P. 
where e is arbitrarily small and P is finite. 

Let M be the greatest of [ JJ » t » 

and Mbe the greatest of ?0SR)i . ?||,1R,R 

Then 

t £1^ ^ 3(«:H,+PM> 

Then on account of (33) which hold when o-' reduces 

to its diagonal R,R, 

M < IR ? ^ 31? O M,-hî>M)'L (I) 

v, * 3 (& M.+rti)*- (i) 
Ta$e R small enough so that 

3 K IT < -k 
Then on account of (| ) 

U ^3 3Re M,(_ +■ {^H, 
H,< VReH, 1. 

On account of (»j ) 

M, < 3feN, i+lfc 

M i < M, e L. 

Hence M( — M 0. So for R small enough t = 0 or 

Z Ue 

<«D 
4. Method of Gevrey. 

Having reviewed the methods of Schwarz# Picard# and 



Bernstein in some detail# let us very "briefly sketch the 

method of M, Gevrey. Instead of studying the properties of 

the solution as a power series* M. Gevrey considers the bounds 

of the successive derivatives of the solutions in the domain 

of real variables and avoids in this way many complications intro 

duced by the presence of complex singularities for the Taylor's 

series where only real values of the argument are interesting. 

From M. Gevrey's viewpoint a function f (x) is of class in 

(a.b) if for every x in (a.b) 

rc^K-) 
ir 

M an(i S being; independent of .If = 1 the function 

is analytic. 

M. Gevrey shows that functions of class oL > 1 remain 

of class greater than 1 when operated on by operations such 

as multiplication* substitution* and* in fact* have the same 

properties of class invariance as analytic functions. However* 

the extension of a function of c^lass U > 1 is not unique 

as it is in the case of an analytic function. 

Gevrey*s results may be stated thus: Let (é )« ()> and 

(jL.) ÏLS. equations of the elliptic type. 

(%) - Hx.v4, y>%) 
(i) ip*v ° 

with the following hypotheses: 

1). In a region R the coefficients of ( £; ) are of class <L. 

in x and continuous in y* or of class p in y and continuous 

in x* or of class ©£- in x and class yd in y; 



2). In the domain D of the variation of the 

arguments of P in ( SJ and ( and f in ( $ ) these 

functions are of class oi. in x and continuous in y, or of 

class /b in y and continuous in x, or of class *4 in x and of 

class (5 in ^ and of class Y with respect to (z,p,q»r,s,t)• 

Then every regular solution of these equations in R or in D 

will be of the same nature as the coefficients. a3 f or a3r g 

r.C9.Bfigt to £ anl y. 

II. Extension of Solutions. 

#5. It is important to separate the problem of the 

extension of the solutions of our differential equations 

into two distint casess (1) the extension of a boundary 

value problem solution to a larger boundary with assigned 

values; (2) the extension of the function merely as an 

analytic function satisfying the differential equation. 

In the first case the extended solution will be differ¬ 

ent from the initial solution in general. In the next 

sections we give three processes for such an extension. 

The first type of problem has been treated by Picard, 

Le Roy, Bernstein, and Lichtenstein. The second type ha3 

been treated by Bernstein and Gevrey. We outline the 

processes of Picard and Le Roy for the solution of the 

first problem, the Birichlet problem. Then we give the 

considerations due to Gevrey and Bernstein. 

6. Dirichlet Problem. 

Having studied the analytical character of the solutions 

of the elliptic partial differential equations of the second 

order "im kleinen" we are prepared to study the solutions 



in larger regions. 

6.1 Alternating Process of Schwarz. 

Picard in a series of papers applied the method of 

"alternating solutions" of Schwarz, showing thereby a process 

applicable to the solution of the Dirichlet problem. Let us 

carry thru a deduction similar to that of Picard for the 

equation ( which is somewhat simpler) 

nà AJU 

<9 s' 
A- ^ 1L 

In the first place suppose that we have determined a solution 

with zero boundary values in some small region cr" . Then I 

assert that this solution can have no positive maxima nor 

negative minima. Suppose •*- has a positive maximum at 

(x.t y„ ) in o~ . Then at (xo, y0 ) 

<> owl 
9* 

<- ° ^ O 
9 v je'*' 'd ^ 

which is incompatible with our equation. A similar argument 

holds for the negative minima. 

The same argument applies if the boundary values are 

everywhere positive.r Suppose they are positive on c except¬ 

ing at p and at q, and let g be the upper bound of the boundary 

values of u on c. let u =• 0 on . Determine the 

integral uf satisfying the above 

boundary conditions on c. Then 

determine the integral u* talcing on 

given values on of c*, zero at 

p and q and along ft' , taking on 

the same values as u, on 
1
 . Then 

determine the integral ut talcing on the same values as u; on 

ci but talcing on the same values as u ' on Determine 



-AT, 

u ^ taking on same values as u J on oi' and same values 

as u ^ on /5r . Continue this process of alternating solu¬ 

tions indef inately. On ' we have 

*<■# ^ < ^3 <  <_ ^ . 

On (3 we have 

**/ < < < ^  <- ^ . 

Then u^ and u I have limits, u. and u 1 have same values 

on ^ and p' » and hence they coincide in the region 

common to c and c*. This gives us the extension desired. 
b 

6.2 Picard^ Method of Ring-shaped Extensions. 

Consider 

Q
Z
M. 

„ 1~    +- Z. ot ~— +- Z C 
9 X7* 9 * (44) 

0*M. , , 9- ■— -j— a. cL. -— *f- 2 c. — 
Y 

The solution of this equation is analytic in a small enough 

region» and by a transformation due to Paraf it can be shown 

that this equation reduces to the one previously considered 

and %ggg=e=; that its solution has no positive maximum nor nega¬ 

tive minimum in the interior of the small region considered. 

.We need the following preliminary lemma* Let o' be an 

area between two closed curves c_ and £* • Let u be an 

Integral of (44)» zero at all points of c.and on c* let 

-M < u «< M 

Then for a point A interior to o' 

there is a number o ^ 1 such that 

|u(A)l<C aM 

Consider a solution v with boundary values 0 on c and 

1 on c*. Then 

-Mr < u <_ Mv 



But for A, v < 1. Hence 

\u(A)| < qM 

where q = )▼). 

Now take up the extension process* Let X1 Le a 

closed contour in which we have solved the boundary value 

problem* For simplicity suppose X* is the circumference 

of a circle* We show that the solution can be extended 

to a new circumference» C, concentric with X1 ’ including 

£* in its interior* 

Suppose now the boundary values 

are given on C* We draw a circle V 

concentric with_f* interior to T* 

but close to r • We may suppose 

that the area between V and I"* 

is sufficiently small so that in 

the ring-shaped region the boundary 

value problem can be solved* 

Assign arbitrary values u ( on X . We form the 

integral u , taking on this set of values on IT* and satisfy¬ 

ing (44) within £* • On V u, takes on certain values* 

Next form the integral v, taking on the values a, 

on V and the given values on C and satisfying the equation 

between and C, Consider the function u % which takes 

on the values that v, does on J* and satisfies the differ¬ 

ential equation in the interior of 17 • Then let ^ be a 

function taking on the same values as u on X" and the 

given values on C. Continuing this process we define two 



sequences of functions: 

4*, 'U'>- j | ) -, 

with the conditions 

At — /JT aK jp* /w" n K-r A f 

/U- K = 'ZrM, an- r". 

We show that 

lim u. •=. u — lim v, — v V k. k > 

between V and J"1 • Altho' Picard does not state it ex¬ 

plicitly» it is implicit in the proof that the boundary 

values on C are zero. Then according to the lemma» 

max. of ] ^-/Uj j on P <1 max* of Jon Y~ 

and hence 

max. of |*JAj on JH q x max. of }'«a~^on ft". 

Now 

max. of 1^%"^.) on V ^ max. of ]on f”1 when 

we recognize and as solutions in £* • Since 
^ i «- * - <«**I rv ~ ^ i^- o'. i °»- r 

max. of on J/ qxmax. of |*v-«,|on IT1 

and» in general» 

max. of \ T q*max. of ) At* _ ^ | on \7 

Hence 

'tL=.M.(+(u*-'U-t) 4" ( ) 4 '••• - “ 

converges like a geometric series in q. Since u ^ = v M 

on Y* and uK = vw on V" » 



U ▼ 

■between 'g and £"* » and hence the-anady-t ical. extension la 

accomplished* 

Picard asserts that this process enables him to solve 

the Dirichlet problem for any contour where the d and e 

are regular analytic functions of x and y* His basis for 

this assertion seems to be that in all of the theorms on 

the analytical character of the solutions of the elliptic 
» 

equation he finds he can replace "contour sufficiently small"» 

meaning the contour contained in a circle of sufficiently 

small radius» by "area sufficiently small"» i.e., thin ring- 

shaped areas* Unless for each extension the areas decrease too 

rapidly» Picard*s statement is Justified* The necessary 

details are not given by Picard. It is sufficient for our 

purpose»however» to understand that the method gives some 

extension* 
, (Q 

Poincaré*s Méthode du Balayage* 

This method has been applied by Le Hoy to the equation 

A AJL b* 
* * 

c. 
P £ - (45) 

where 

*■ " s>*r a 

in some region R* 

» g h- 
^75 

e_ =* -p- > o 

Construct an Infinite sequence of spheres C(» C^, ... » C^» 

• •• in the interior of R such that every interior point of 

R is within some C . and every C ; is contained in R. This 

implies that the boundary of R has a finite curvature at every 

point* There is a sphere 'T* containing all C t in its in- 



-te. 

terior. Then consider the following sequence of functionss 

W, , - - - , \Pi, - - 

where is a solution of ( H-^) in C i and on the surface 

of C. and between C t and T* coincides with U);_r • Ike 

initial function UJd is determined in the following 

fabhion: 

on R let the boundary value be given by a polynomial ^(xtytz) 

Then let 

3 P 
- f = 4 P +• * ^ 1- Ir ^ 

•D'H ^C -IP. 

*Y uniform, finite, and continuous in ’T • Suppose 

also > o in ^• Construct W0 defined by 

+- a. 
9W* 
9 K 

f- in 
) 

u) Ô — o on tf* 

One easily shows that U/0^o in T* • 

P - U)„ satisfies (*r) in the interior of 'T and 

= P on the boundary of H"* • 

The series l|j0 , W) t , lUx, , .... 

and the solution of the problem is 

converges to 



so, 

U = P - Mj„ i- w 

For the details the reader is referred to Ed* Le Roy’s paper 

(loc* cit.). 

7. Analytical Extension of Solutions.  C2) 

We prove the following theorem due to Bernstein: 

Let z be a solution of the equation 

where H jL& an analytic function of ft , ^. * If 

z is finite with its first and second d erivatives in the 

interior of an analytic contour. C, and if on C z reduces to 

an analytic function of arc, then it can be extended analyti¬ 

cally to the exterior of this contour. 

The proof of this fundamental theorem rests upon the 

dire urnstance that the hypotheses imply that the normal deriva¬ 

tive at the boundary is an analytic function of arc and so 

we have a Cauchy problem with analytic initial conditions 

which by the Cauchy-Kowalewsky theorem has one and only one 

analytic solution. 

Following Bernstein we let the contour# C# be circular. 

Rote that a harmonic function which is analytic on the con¬ 

tour can be extended analytically across the contour. We 

limit ourselves to the case where z r 0 on C which# as we 

can see later# does not decrease the generality of the result. 

Choosing polar coordinates P # & # we show now that 
<9 2S 

on C 18 an an&lytic function of O . 

Consider first 

(46) 
<32 

21? A ^"2- _ 2!» + X 4-X £•£ 
' _ y-k A 0 X y  f f *■ 'S’é»* 



SI. 

For a solution which is zero on C we have 

— ~Z* ^ <~°a i“T) H. /*-*»>. \\-0 

Differentiating, we obtain 

7 c rf1r‘r4’{*V> 

f 99 ^ 

2. - K C ^ 4-K Dw ^Vtô 

W=i 

X 
a 

UKl,- | “Uf 
î.p'"ï^V t 

v t£ $>. ,-^v if i-M,: c-4rJ4rît:^'"+Ü. 

1. ir-5rr^ a-w 

^ItA»V\+«L, ) 

(£<►«* <*-= *- 'V) 

1U 



SS. 

Z If 
€> 

«.ni 

pk‘4,\lA.-Vî_ I J‘%%( 

< RI)- 3*.. 

% tv* S4(A^+K)f‘
+,A^^ 

— "2 I t 

<Klr\. 

«. 

LU K 
U.+ X 

U.+ 'X- 

Hence 

£| U 3 < 3RiFlM)3 SU . 
(48.1) 

H 
Similarly» on account of the 4|, *s occuring in the denomina¬ 

tors of the terms in the above derivations of the inequali¬ 

ties» we have 

= î tf-v ^ 

Lp6 \r i> p^\.+1^3s>V
K ^ 

Now we come to the equation 

2?È . J- 9k 4-X /- a* ££ \ 
BP* r c* vf?' c?vP'’ > ■> 

~7l *H0*2£ ~ . 
St, ?r f> 2a y “■v Vpf>'d&J •9/* f 



52>, 

✓O*- 3- 
- k • 

4-^ —‘ + i Vf f 

_ 'Qcp 
4- ^ 

Then 

4 9 

V3: £-/ -h "2 <3? -Q3, 
•3 

»/ ^/° 
y- 
^ #2-, 

<93F- 
e><£ 

/*' 

4- -L r 
40 & ^ ^ X 2lÊjy 
&!* />* 

f 

Æ *- op 

A û^ 

r&& 

By inequalities (48.1.2.3) 

1 * — iR^ c U^k., ~\ 

ÎM^\ < x ^ i^-k. 

1 o £ K4-( 

Now we can construct a function ^(Oyê t such 

that the partial derivatives of of any order for 

© = 3: + j_ S.^i_ are greater than the trigonometric 
*Y ^ ?7>0 

moduli of the corresponding derivatives of Gç> within the 

circle C. Hence» by (49), a solution, U| of ~=- = 

which is zero for & ~o will have its derivative of order 

n greater than 

1 ^ t J<R„ • 

l <9 
« t fa 

22* 
Since 
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the aeries of powers of & representing u dominates 

the series of powers of Ô representing • Hence 
©Y* 

is an analytic function of Ô • We then apply the 

Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem and obtain the result. 

The reason that we could take zero boundary-values was 

that the solution can be written in the folm 
60 / n a = M. +- 714* =M. + % vt 

.here *t4.* 9 are solutions of the sequence of 

equations (22) where ^ have zero boundary values» 

has the given boundary values but can be splite into and 

Aà. »“ where 'U.eT is the principle solution of the first 

equation of (22*) and **-1 is a harmonic function taking on 

boundary values given. We may thus in all of this work 

consider f- 21 since the results are classical for 

harmonic functions. 

Bernsteiir'has another theorem for the solution of the 

more general equation with more restrictions ofi the deriva¬ 

tives. We state the theorem and indicate in a general way 

the process of proof. 

Theorem. If _z ijj. a solution havtng bounded deriva¬ 

tives flf. the 2. first orders in the interior of a circle C 

of the analytic equation of the elliptic type. 

F(r,s,t,p,q,z,x»y) = 0 (50) 

with zero boundary values on Ç» then z can be extended 

analytically to the exterior of C. 



The proof is essentially the same as that given for  

the last theorem* making use of the Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem* 

M* Gevrey^kas obtained the most general results by 

his method of successive derivatives in connection with 

the solution of Cauchy*s problem* M. Gevrey proves that if 

in the semi-circle shown in the figure, ( ^ )* ( S,)> or ( 

admit on one side of AB the regular solution» 2, of class 

Y 

fa - L. in y, then if z reduces on AB to a function of c 

class jfa in _y, so does . 

Then if ^3^-1 the solution can be extended analytically 

across AB. If p> XL the extension can be made in more than 

one way unless 

z W) , 

is divergent, where ) 4cfî> Ffr). This last result is due 

to Denjoy and Carlman<^> 
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QUADRATIC TRANSFORMATIONS 

Among transformations of a plane into itself the 

one to one (1:1) point transformations form a most 

important class. The linear transformation and inver¬ 

sion in a circle are examples of such (1:1) transforma¬ 

tions which are considered to he familiar to the reader. 

It so happens that inversion is a special case of the 

quadratic transformation which we describe. The intro¬ 

ductory treatment given here is to he found in several 

hooks on higher geometry. After we have established the 

transformation in its modern form we consider some of the 

geometrical constructions of historical interest, and 

show their inter-relations. We require first a few tools. 

I. The Analytical Theory of a Quadratic Transforma- 
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Referring to Fig. 1., we say the trilinear coordin¬ 

ates of P with respect to ABC are %3 = lup* : hjf>3 . 

It can readily he seen that %, = o along AB since — o 

along AB. A similar situation holds for the other two 

lines of ABC. We assign the values shown at the vertices 

A,B,C , which values are compatible with the values given 

on the sides of ABC. In order to completely determine 

Â, » we k*ve only to choose a point called 

the "unit point" to which we assign the coordinates (1:1:1). 

The straight line has the equation 

in trilinear coordinates. If 

11 h 
» L 

5 

= » 

i 

(i) 

U) 

are any two lines, they pass thru the point X, 

their point of intersection; then 

3 i 

^ f K X' iriTU ~ ° 
* t 

x* : » 

(3) 

iB a straight line thru TC, : x*. : x3 . The class of 

straight lines thru ^ is called a"pencil of 

lines thru : 9e «. : X» . " 

A conic in trilinear coordinates is given by 

3 3 

Z Z A,j %<«.j = O ( V (4) 

If the conic passes thru the vertices of the coordinate 

triangle, its equation is 
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C. + c?„ ^C-8 X, f ^ (5) 

since then there are three conditions making all hut three 

coefficients zero. If the conic is tangent to two sides 

of the coordinate triangle at two of its vertices» the 

equation is 

Equation (6) is important for quadric inversion. Before 

we can derive (6) we must derive the expression for the 

tangent line to a curve in trilinear coordinates. 

Let f( 7C, » XV » ^3 ) he any algebraic homogeneous 

expression in X, , X*. » X* . Then 

is the equation of some curve in trilinear coordinates. 

If î ^ 3 is a point on the curve of equation 

(7) then f( ^, » ) S o. By reference to 

Fig. ~ 0. 

(6) 

f( 7e, » ^ ^ ) = o (7) 

O 

**?*)*<> 
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The secant line is a line thru both points, ( ^, *."*}** ^* ) 

and (a : **} )• Such a line is 

A, X, f- 4*. X,, + Æ * ^3 ^ ° ^ 

with the coefficients properly determined, of course. In 

order to determine the coefficients we have to observe that 

any point on the line represented by equation (8) has the 

coordinates y, + X ( y, y-d) s ^ + A ( jfa +ayj : A • 
This may be seen immediately from the similar triangles in 

Fig. 3. We may notice at this point that the distance 

is negative, being measured ffom the point toward the 

opposite vertex, while the distance is positive, being 

measured from the point away from the opposite vertex. If 

X, : icx s are the coordinates of any point on our 

secant line we have the following proportions : 

Hence 

p x, - 4- 

P v* - ^ A'y) . (9) 

Eliminating |> and X from (9) we obtain 

, 1. . ■'J.+ H ' , *}>• ^ 
, V » 'V+6>, 



or 

Since we wish, the tangent line» we allow the 4^ to 

approach zero. Then the limit value of (10) is 

-1=£>- (11) 

Now since f is a homogeneous function» we have fcy Euler's 

theorem 

21 

and for points on the curve 

(12) 
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U " A* ^^3 . .. 

Solving (12) and (13) for the ratios of the partial deriva¬ 

tives we obtain 

a1." 3V »•;, 

So equation (ll) becomes 

2J- r, =o 2£ * ^ 2* ^ , 

' ' (14) 

Now we can return to equation (6). The general equa¬ 

tion of the conic is 

Suppose this conic passes thru the 1:0:0 and 0:0:1 ver¬ 

tices of the coordinate triangle. Then for these two 

points 

Now take into account the fact that the conic is tange(^^ to 

the sides of the coordinate triangle at these two vertices. 

The partial derivatives are 

n _ 
+ /a. -f 2-4, 0 ^*3 

2± __ 2. iX^f + 2^ -f- 2d 

Of 
•fid. +- 2. a 

At one vertex 

«„ oc, f «a, + <lli ’'j - o 
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is the equation of the tangent. At the other vertex 

ÛLfy 'X, + ^31 ^3 ~ ° - 

But these two tangent lines also have the equations — 

Fig, 4, 

Hence, since c>, 

ct -=. o and * * 3 = t> 
^Zi 

Hence our conic i3 

v? +-*«■„ *> = ®. 

2, Analytical Form of the quadratic Transformation. 

The definition that we give here is hy far tne easiest 

to grasp analytically. Suppose we have any straight line 

whose equation in trilinear coordinates is 
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<SLt K, -h -h 4S 9C3 = ô> (16) 

and make the following transformation: 

ii ( 1 ft 

p X, = X-^TC» , f = ^3 X. f> ?Cj -X,'*'* . (17) 

Then (16) goe3 over into 

4, ^3 ^"3 ^ —07 , (18) 

which» as we have seen* is a conic thru the vertices of 

the coordinate triangle. By the transformation (17) a 

homogeneous linear function is transformed into a homogen- 

eous quadratic function. As can easily he seen» a homo¬ 

geneous function of order n is transformed into a homo¬ 

geneous function of order 2 n. (17) is the analytical 

form of the quadratic transformation. 

A restatement of the problem in slightly different 

terms will help to clear up certain points. Consider 

the equation 

I^I 'f~ **"3 ~~of ) 

where ^, , ^x , ***$ are constants and "X, , are 

trilinear coordinates of a point. , ^3 determine 

a line. If / * 'X ^ are variables wë say the points 

X, : Xx : >c3 are on the line ^ . If, however, 

7e, » ^-3, , <x3 are held constant we have one point. Then 

as '“•, , * ^3 vary,the line thru X, : 'X*. : varies; 

so we can regard nx., : /vta. : as the lines on the point 

: î oc < » are called the line 
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coordinates of the point x, » ;*■» » ^3 » Ju~s^ as ^( ,4Kc 

, <x3 are the point coordinates of the line uf, «*. > ^3 

It is this bilinear form in (19$ that is the source of 

the dualism that exists in projective geometry. 

Let L,* L^f L3 he line coordinates. Then 

AL,f fV L3 =. 0 (20) 

represents a double infinitude of lines in the plane. We 

may regard L(= 0* Lt= 0, L3 =. 0 as three lines. 

X L t +- pu L ^ ss. 0 is a line thru the intersection 

points of L, ' 0 and 1^0. X L( «f- L,_ /-v
rL3=0 

is a line thru the. intersection points of A L ( 1- p*- =. 0 

and L^ — 0. 

Now in the quadratic transformation we wish lines to 

correspond to conics. Suppose therefore that the line Lt* 

corresponds to the conic C;. Furthermore we must have a 

(1:1) correspondence as far as the poiii s are concerned. 

So, to an intersection of two lines must correspond an inter¬ 

section of two conics. But two conics intersect in four 

points. Hence three intersection points must be fixed and 

one remain variable. We suppose for the present that these 

three points form a triangle. We have then the correspond¬ 

ence that to the line A I*, + L*, +-V L3 - 0 

corresponds the conic A C( C^, + J c3 « 0. 

We may take the three fixed points of intersection as 

forming the triangle of trilinear coordinates. Then 

c, s f, +- %t *3 % “ 0 » 

c„ = & + > p *,+■ = 
0
, 

3 "K,*» +- % / 
— o 

(21) 
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and 

se, +.n- G* + ■*>e >s 

Let 

L s -F, X, i“ (•» ^3 — ° f 

T _ , . , . , (23) 
***. -“ T* X, 'Jo. ?**. +• '►Vju'Xj =<3 ^ 

^ ~ ^3f,C''^,3>'?ca = O . 

Then we have the correspondence "between the straight line 

and the conic: 

<yfV<j^?c2 -f (K.f ~o; 

and the transformation is therefore expressed fcy 

( ( . ‘ 
X, * X*, / = 9C^%^ ; 

= *' , %X,,X3 
x / "v • *T~~ 

_ _j_ 

X 

**L 

« X 

*3 

So 

(25) 

x, i ** : x - =■ 
< ' ^ ' *3 

(26) 
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3. ThSL Position 2Ü_a gratis. Transformation as a 

Cremona Transf ormatjpn*_ 

At this point it might he well to include some defini¬ 

tions* The terms pencil* net* and web are used for linear 

systems of dimensions one, two, and three respectively. À 

pencil of points is a set of points on a line. A pencil of 

lines is a set of lines on a point. A pencil of planes is 

a set of planes on a line. A net of lines is formed by a 

variable pencil of lines. A web of planes is a triple 

infinitude of planes. The set of conics X C, -h y* G x+ V C? 

with three fixed intersection points and one variable inter¬ 

section point forms a net of conics. As a generalization of 

this theory Cremona considers a set of rational surfaces, 

i.e., surfaces whose coordinates are expressable as rational 

functions of a parameter. Cremona calls a web^ of such sur¬ 

faces, such that the 'Variable net of surfaces in the web has 

a single base point variable thruout all space, a homololdal 

web* In other words, if the surfaces require n parameters 

* •••• , to determine them, then consider 

n-J of the parameters as fixed and common to all of the 

surfaces. Let one other parameter be common to all of the 

surfaces but let it be variable. A homololdal net of plane 

curves is a net whose variable pencil has but one base point 

variable thruout the whole plane. Our set of conics thru 

three fixed points and one variable point is, in the first 

place, a net of conics, being two dimensional, 

and, in the second place, a homololdal net of. coni eg. since 

its variable pencil has one base point variable thruout the 
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entire plane# the fourth point of intersection. We may 

say that a homoloidal net of conies defines a quadratic 

transformation in the sense that to the variable base point 

of the pencil of conics corresponds a variable base point 

of a pencil of lines# and to a pair of conics of the var¬ 

iable pencil correspond a pair of lines of the other 

variable pencil# The obvious generalisation to the homo¬ 

loidal web£ of n-jæüics in the plane or the homoloidal 

web of n-ics in 3-space or m-space leads to Cremona trans¬ 

formations. The quadratic transformation thus appears as 

a special case of a Cremona transformation in the plane. 

A linear transformation is a Cremona transformation. Of 

course the homoloidal net in the case of a linear trans- 

formation is a vaaiable pencil of lines. 
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II. Special Geometrical Constructions by which 

Quadratic Transformations can be Accomplished. 

We give here some constructions of historical interest. 

Constructions are included for special quadratic trans¬ 

formations excepting ordinary circle inversion. 

4. Newton*s Construetion. Newton seems to have been 

the first to give a construction yeilding a quadratic trans¬ 

formation. Consider two pairs of lines intersecting at A 

and B with fixed angles at intersection. Let P be the 

point of intersection of a line of one pair with a Aine of the 

another pair. The two lines left have an intersection 

point P*. if p describes a line, P* describes a conic 

(see Pig. 5.) As Newton gave the construction, P described 

a conic and P* a quartic. C. IfcLaurin showed that by 

Newton’s process an n-ic goes into a 2n-ic. 

ïifi. 5. NEWTON’S CONSTRUCTTHU 
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5. Braikenridae1s Construction, Consider three 

lines A^, A^A^, A^A/ which are on three fixed points 

\ » BJ , respectively. , Let A 3 be on a fixed 

straight line . Then if A; describes a curve of 

order n, A ^ describes a curve of order 2n, In Fig, 6 

I have given a construction where A J describes a durve 

of order one and At a curve of order two. 

Fig, 6, Braikenridge*s Construction 
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6. Poncelet1a Conatructiona. Prom a point P draw the 

four tangente to two circles. At the points of tangency draw 

the two chords and extend them until they intersect in the 

point P*. The transformation from P to P' is a quadratic 

transfoimation. 

This construction can be extended somewhat. In section 1 

we found the equation of the tangent to a curve to be 

-r— x, + -r~ x» 
Q£ 

+- —1 = o 
(14) 

where ^ t is the point of tangency. When, how¬ 

ever, is 0n the curve, the straight 

line given above has properties of importance. We say (14) is 

the polar of the point ^ ^ with respect to f =-0, 

and ^ i * *9 *• 8 ^ o is -fche P°ie of the line (14$ with 

respect to f =• 0. An important property of poles and polars 

is that the polar of any point on a given polar passes thru 

the pole of the given polar. This property enables us to 

construct the polar of any point with respect to any conic. 

In Poncelet*s construction the chord lines are polars of P 

with respect to the two circles, since the point of tangency 

is the pole of the polar which is the tangent thru P. Let 

P* be the intersection point of the polars of P. Then P is 

the intersection point of the polars of P*. The circles may 

be replaced by any two conics. Pig. 7 shows the construction 

transforming the line into the conic C. 

One can see immediately that Poncelet*s construction 

reduces to IIewton*3 construction if the line pairs are at 

right angles and if the two circles are zero circles. 
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At this point I should state that Poncelet*s 

construction furnishes an involutorial quadratic 

transformation» i.e., a quadratic transformation 

in which a succession of two transformations returns 

points to their initial positions. Circle inversion 

is a familiar example. 

/Pig. 7. PONCELET*3 CONSTRUCTION 
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Ref erring to Fig. 7 we see that for each circle 

the polars with respect to points on j^ seem to 

meet in the points A and B. Indeed» by the property 

we have stated for poles and polars» A and B have 

the line JL as their common polar with respect 

to circles *- and ^ respectively, 

7, Steiner*s Skew Pro.lectlon, Consider two 

planes p, and ]PX in space and two skew lines 

2, and • In p, draw a straight line , 

Then consider the ruled surface R through 2, » 2X » 2y 
R intersects p^ in a conic section» the surface R 
being a quadric surface. This principle has been 

used by L. R, Ford and G. Locher to construct a 

camera with skew straight slits in place of a lens 

to take pictures of straight objects as conics. Fig, 8 

indicates the construction. 
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Pig. 8. 
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III. Quadric Inversion and its Applications» 

1. T. A. Hirst and F. Geiser appear to have 

discovered this transformation simultaneously* The 

construction is remarkably simply. Consider an 

origin 0 and a fixed conic called the base 

conic. Draw the tangents from 0 to X and ^ 

and B be the points of tangency. Let any transversal 

thru 0 cut Ï inq and R (See Fig. 9). Then let 

(PP*»QR) be a harmonic range on OR» i.e.» let the 

following relation be satisfied: 

PO - Q.0 . P*0 - BO (27) 
PO - RO P'O - QO 

A 

3 

Fig. 9 
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Since in this case P* is on the polar of P with 

respect to X it is easy to find P*. 

We may observe that the points on 2T are 

transformed into themselves identically hy the 

transformation. So if QAB is taken as the coordinate 

triangle with X , = o for OA, xt = ° for OB, and 

= o for AB, then is -f-** ^ - o and 

*K, is an invariant for the transformation, 

let P have coordinates f, * : ^63 , Then 

the polar of P with respect to X is 

"St, i“' + Zk -f- o 

or, since f = «.i Z 3 

<3.^ "bu 'X ( -f- <2. a- ^ ** 2- , "2^3 ^3 ~ o / 

The equation of OP is 

7e, - X, •f/ ^ o . 
•*-7-4-^V-^S 

(28) 

(29) 

Then the coordinates of P* are 

If — = ± , X is - o and (50) becomes 

*, : 
(31) 

If we follow quadric inversion by the linear transformation 

~ ^ , (31) becomes the expression 
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for a quadratic transformation* 

Hirst has made a careful study of all of the cases 

which can arise* For example, 0 must be real but A and 

B can be real or imaginary* 0,A,B may be distinct, a 

pair of CAB may be coincident, or all CAB may be coin¬ 

cident* The conic, ^ , may be proper or degenerate- 

may pass thru 0 or not* The reader is referred to 

Hirst’s papers for the details of this account* It is 

instructive, however, to investigate the manner in 

which the plane is transformed into itself* 

In Fig* 10 the regions are numbered so that 

primed numbered regions transform into corresponding 

unprimed numbered regions* The line AX is any line 

thru A cutting ^ at H, In the inversion AX goes over 

into the degenerate conic BH and OA. This is easy to 

see since ^ is 

where 3, j S, : •= H. Carrying out the trans¬ 

formation by (31) we get, since = 3,S^, 

5 'xi*!' X3 *- ?C‘ (-|2_ % J- X 

This can also beseen since the inverse of A is determinate 

only in so far as it is on CA. The transform of AX must 

be a conic, must pass thru OAB and thru H since H is an 

invariant point* On account of the indeterminateness of 

OA it is rejected and the line BH is called the "proper 

inverse" of AH, The fact that these lines are inverses 

furnishes an easy way of constructing inverse points. 
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The conic thru OAB in Fig, 10 is the inverse of 

the line infinity. This conic passes thru C, the 

center of -X? . 

2* Inversion in a Circle as Quadric Inversion. 

Suppose we take as our fundamental conic a circle of 

radius r and let the pole of the transformation* 0» he the 

center of *2? • The polar of 0 with respect to » 

I.©.» AB, is the line at infinity. A and B* the points 

of intersection of the polar of 0 with -2? are the 

circle points at infinity. In accord with the usual 

notation we let 

wfcere "t" * o is the line at infinity. Then the quadric 

inversion becomes 

The following manipulations show (3a.) in the more familiar 

non-homogeneous form* Write 

= "t , it, = ^ ~ L "Jp 

p ( xY ) "0e v t, 
p C K' - i ^ ) f ^ 

(32) 

(33) 
» x +- C 

■ 

Then 

tit , , at 
T * Sr X, 

or 

* JL . -L 
r ‘ * * t 

(34) 
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f Z - 1 , f * ' * = 1 j f> ~tt' t (35) 

P is determined by observing that the invariant points 

of the inversion are on the circle» 2? » so p = ^ . 

3. Applications of O.uadric Inversion» Cremona 

transformations have been applied to the study of singulari¬ 

ties of algebraic curves. We show here by a set of 

diagrams some of the more interesting effects of quadric 

inversion on the various types of singularities. Some 

types of singularities are show diagrammatically in Fig. 11. 
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Pig. 11. 

As can readily toe seen an ordinary point inverts into 

an single point tout this point may toe a point of 
it 

inflexion. Consider three consecutive points. If 

these points lie on a conic thru GAB their inverse 

points are collinear. ,If the original curve is not 

a conic and has no inflexion pointB,the inverse will. 

Inversely it is possible to transform an inflexion 
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point into an ordinary point (unless the tangent line 

passes thru ) or A or B). Multiple points invert into 

multiple points with corresponding tangents of the 

same nature except for possible changes in order of 

contact» i.e., an ordinary tangent may invert into an 

inflexional tangent. In the above discussion the 

points do not coincide with 0 or A or B. 

i 

Pig. 12. 
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Cremona Transformations and Invariance 

the Genua of Curves. 

Since the theory to he given below is more inter¬ 

esting as applying to Cremona transformations, we 

present the theory in as general an aspect as possible 

without too much detail. ¥e can assert that the 

deficiency or genus of an algebraic curve is an in¬ 

variant, not only under quadratic transformations 

but also under Cremona transformations* (We should 

add that Riemann proved the same for any (l:l) point 

transformation between two planes. See Csybl», LIV, 

133). After we prove the invariance of the genus 

we show that every Cremona transformation is the 

succession of quadratic transformations. This fact 

has some interest for those interested in groups 

since there are interesting groups of Cremona trans¬ 

formations, while the groups of quadratic transfor¬ 

mations seem trivial, since a succession of a quad¬ 

ratic transformations is, in general, not a quadratic 

transformation. The following investigation will 

make clearer the setting of quadratic transformations 

in the general theory of Cremona transformations. 

We wish to set up a (l:l) reversible corres¬ 

pondence between (x,y,z) and (xSySz1), Suppose, 

for example, 

xf:y«:z« = U : Y : W 

where U, V, W are functions of x, y, z of order n 



Inversely, 

x:y:x =r U* :V* :W' 

where U*, V*, ¥* are functions of x*, y', z’. U*, 

V*, W1 must "be of order n since otherwise the corres¬ 

pondence is not reversible. If a, b, c are any con¬ 

stants, then 

all +bV -f-cW = 0 

is a curve of order n and intersects the line 

lx-fray+nz = 0 

in n points, and these n points must correspond to 

n points of intersections of 1¥’ -f mV* nW* :=■ 0 

with ax1 +-by' -f cz* =■&J. Hence the statement that 

U*, V, ¥' are of order n. 

Obviously, most sets of U,Y,W ’s of order n 

are not such that U1, V*, W* can be found. To the 

point a:b:c = x'îy^z’ corresponds the intersec¬ 

tions of UîV:¥ = a:b:c whèch are n ^ in 

number since a — kb and hence U — V/kt p ¥ = c 

have that number when U, V, ¥ are general forms of 

their type. Suppose, however, there are p points 

common to all three curves. Then there will be 

n -p variable points of intersection. If p ^ n -1 

there is only one variable point of intersection. 

Then we have a homoloidal net. Then the coordinates 

of the variable point of intersection are uniquely 

given as functions of x1, y', z*, say U', V', W*. We 



write this* x:y:z ;r U* JV1 :V/*. 

The system of curves atf4 bV*|-cW ;= 0 must be 

as general as ax* + by'4 cz'= 0 in the sense 

that two conditions must be given to determine 

a:b:c. The number of conditions on U, V, W must 

therefore be not more than two less than the total 

number of conditions to completely fix the curves, 

i.e., must be ^ £n(n +3) - 2. 

For n > 2 there arises a small difficulty. 

Suppose, for instance, n = 3. Then n* -1 * 8. So 

let there be 8 distinct given common points. Then 

I say a ninth point is fixed also. For, consider U= 0 

and V = 0 having the eignt common points. Tnen U - kV = 0 

also passes tnru tnese eight common points and k=U'/V' 

where U*, V’ are the TJ, V with coordinates of some 

ninth point thru which U - kV = 0 is to pass. But 

UaO and V-=-0 have nine points of intersection. If 

we chose tnis ninth intersection point, then 3c =-0/0. 

So, U - IcV =• 0 passes thru all the points of inter¬ 

section of U and V. A corresponding situation holds 

for thu curves oï order n > 2. The immediately 

preceding work does not seem entirely satisfactory, 

but time does not permit much more investigation of 

this point. However, it can be seen roughly that if 

is the ninth point of intersection of U-0 and V=Q 

then as the chosen point thru which U - kV-=0 must 

pass approaches f along various paths, k approaches 

different values between 4- ^ and - o& (See Fig. 12) 
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Fig. 12. 

The above considerations do not, however, imply 

that our problem has no solution for cubic and higher 

order curves. Instead of talcing eight distinct 

common points for the cubic curves, take one point 

which is a node on TJzrO, Vs:0, W =0, and four 

other points. The node, although it corresponds 

to four common points, corresponds to only three con¬ 

ditions. The four intersections shown in Pig. 13 are 

(a,)(b,)f (at)(b4), (aj(bt), (aj(bj. 



¥e may take the node at the origin. Then the constant 

term and the two coefficients of x and y are zero. 

The constant is zero "because the node is at the origin* 

and the other two are zero because - 3JL 
•v * 

at the double point. 

Thus with one common node point and four common 

ordinary points we have two conditions left to determine 

aU 4-bV ■+- c¥ ~ 0* which is just what we want for cubiC3. 

How pass to the general case where U, V, ¥ are 

n-ics. Let U =r 0* V =0* W = 0 have ^ % ordinary 

points in common, double, triple, ... , 

k-ple points in common so that these are equivalent to 
z. 

n -1 intersections with number of accompanying condi¬ 

tions less by two than ^n(n^3), the number required 

to fix a curve of order n. A multiple point of order 

k is equivalent to ^-k(k-)-1) conditions and k inter¬ 

sections; so we have 

d, + H- +- <? — +-r,'cir= rtx-l (1) 

(2) 
ol x +• 'b oL». + C* oL ^ 4- - - " 

(?>> which is 

Ut + a cLx, + ' - + rjLr = 
(3) 

There are then just as jnany kinds of transformations of 

order n as there are solutions of (1) and (3) with 



integral values of o^t- *s. Cremona and Cayley have 

given sets of solutions. 

In (2) the M — M sign should he replaced by 

" ^ " so far as our reasoning is concerned. We 

show now that the " is impossible. Suppose the 

contrary. Then 

ct (4) 

(l) - (4) gives 

*4. + 3 r(ir-<) °£r- £ (**X*-*)+ft (5) 

How a curve (irreducible) of order n can have at 

most -£-(n-l) (n-2) double points. But a k-ple point 

is equivalent to £k(k-l) double points. The left 

side of (5) represents the number of double points 

that the multiple points of aU 4- bV -f- cW =. 0 are 

equal to, and is not greater than -J-(n-l) (n-2). So 

t =-0. The curves are thus uni cur sal. 

When n ^-2, (l) and (3) cannot be satisfied 

with ordinary common points. If n >• 5 there 

must be a common point of order of multiplicity 

greater than 2. Let r be the highest order of 

multiplicity. Multiply (3) by r and subtract 

from (l), obtaining 

(r-i)«lv + 2lr-0 O2V + 3(V-~3 )ol34- "-KT-IV*., =(w-t)^_K 

Since every term on the left hand 3ide is positive, 

^ (n+1) 
z> 

r 



If n is of the form 3p - 1 where p is an 

integer, we may take r « p# Then all the , * *■ 

... , must vanish. Then jp c^,= 3(3p - 2), or 

du, = 3(3- 2/p) — 9 - 6/p which cannot he an in- 
r 

teger if p > 3 unless p = 6. Except when 

n 2, 5, 8, 17, r > -i-(n-f-l). 

If r, s, t are the orders of the three highest 

common multiple points, then r + a+t > n. Eor then 

suppose r ^ s S t and we have 
■k 

2 £ o41* ~h <S -f" — J4 ^ — 1 
ÎAf J 
t: 
2 « î d -h S + V' - 3n -3 > 
Z Si ! 

or 

%1 .*‘«2.; - Wx-l ~ Vv 

*• > (6) 

i i ol; — 3 Vt — 3 - S — Y~ 1 (7) 
Î—( 

How (t) pc (7) - (6) gives 

Zl(tî-«*■).! =+(»*' 3-3 -r) 
v-c 

The left hand side being positive, we have 

L- -3-6-r)— . (8) 

¥e wish to show n - r - s ■< t. Suppose otherwise. 

Then, at worst, r + s = n - t and (8) becomes 

) ï{h-sXuMj-l - rx=(V^(ii«).lV 

= «t+*ur^5-t ■t-sr-i-r''=wtA.ar_n-s'tr +r(n-r) 

= wt -I- sr - i + -n't *it4xsir ~ i+st: +rir 

r nf + i5r-i+t(s+r)= p. -tas lr - (-f' 



or 

+--t ) iwfc'-i Zs v — \ ^ (9) 

or 

■f*" — 3"t > - "t^-v- isr - 1 

or 

it1- 3t ^ iSr-^. (9*) 

Since 'both s and r ane ^ 4r replace them by 

t on the right of (9')* Then 

2 t1' - 3 t > 2^-1 

or 

-3 t a -1 

or 

3 t ^ 1 

which is false unless t ^ 0. If r +-s < n - t, a 

similar contradiction can he deduced. So 

r + s -f-t > n. (10) 

Cremona has given values for ^ *s for n up to 

10, and Cayley has given solutions for special forms of 

n. 

In the quadratic transformation one of the vertices 



of the coordinate triangle, i.e., one of the common 

points of the homoloidal net of conics, transforms 

into the opposite side of the triangle. In the 

Cremona transformation a common point of order r 

transforms into a unicursal curve of order r. 

Curves corresponding in this way to principle points 

are called principle curves. 

The genus is invariant. For, take any curve of 

order k not ipassing thru the principle points. If 

we substitute TJ, V, ¥ for x', y*, z* in a form 

of order k with U, V, ¥ of order n, we get a 

form of order nk. The oL multiple principle points 

will correspond to kr-fold points on the transformed 

curve. If the original curve has no multiple points, 

the transformed curve will have multiple points only 

at principle points. The maximum number of double points 

for the original curve is ^(n-l) (n-2), which is also 

tne genus since the original curve is assumed to have 

no double points. The maximum number of double points 

for the transformed curve is -£(nk - l)(nk - 2). Since 

the principle points will be multiple points on the 

transformed curve, and since a multiple point of order 

k counts as ^k(k-l) double points, the number of 

double points equivalent to multiple principle points 

is 

= £ ^ I ) - \ (fr-i) k 



by (l) and (3). But the genus is 

which is the original genus. If the original curve has 

multiple points other than principle points, the corres¬ 

ponding points of the transform will be of the same 

ofder. Hence the invariance of the genus or deficiency. 

Any Cremona transformation is the succession of 

quadratic transformations. Ct-jisi 1er the transformations 

of straight lines into curves of order n having 

intersections oL, of order 1, d. of order 2, •••• , 

oLr of order r. Choose the three principle points 

of highest order r, s, t as vertices of the coordinate 

triangle for a quadratic transformation, and transform 

the curves of order n, The principle points transform 

into unicursal curves of orders r, s, t. We discard 

these. Then the transformed curve is of order 

2n - (rfs^t) z n. We repeat this process, making 

successive reductions of the order until we come to 

order 1. (Since unicursal curves have genus zero, our 

discarding them has no effect on the genus; so if we 

had proved the invariance of the genus for quadratic transfor 

mations we would now be able to state it for Cremona 

transformations). The inverses of the above set of 

tween the lines (curves of order l) and the curves of order n 

quadratic transformations 


